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Krinova Incubator & Science Park
Impact Report 2020 for 2019
This report uses both words and graphics to present the values created in the companies
that received support from Krinova Incubator & Science Park. The report shows how
Krinova contributes to increased attractiveness for northeastern Skåne, and development
of “smart food” and local solutions for a sustainable food system. The impacts presented
in this report show the sum of all of Krinova’s activities. The full impact is made possible
thanks to Krinova’s three different operational areas – Meeting Point, Profile area (with the
projects) and Innovation Arena – working together and strengthening each other, thereby
creating synergies.
Krinova AB’s ownership breaks down as follows: 40% by Kristianstad Municipality, 40% by
the municipality’s subsidiary Kristianstads Industribyggnads AB, and 20% by Högskolan
Kristianstad Holding AB.
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Introduction and
Krinova’s mission
Introduction

Krinova’s mission

This report describes the impacts of Krinova’s collective
activities. The values created in the companies that
received support from Krinova are presented in both
text and graphic form. Krinova’s three operational
areas – Meeting point, Profile area (cross-cluster Food
– Environment – Health) and Innovation Arena are all
interconnected and create synergies. The impact from
Krinova’s work is achieved through the start-up of new
companies and the growth of existing ones (particularly
food companies) that have utilised the support that
Krinova offers. The Impact Report is prepared a
 nnually
each autumn and supplements Krinova’s annual r eport,
which is created leading up to the Annual General
Meeting in the spring.

Krinova’s mission is to increase the attractiveness and
growth of Kristianstad and northeastern Skåne. The
regional mission includes development of the food
industry throughout Skåne. Krinova’s role also includes
setting up projects between academia, the public
sector and the business sector that can lead to new
business concepts or innovations.

Krinova offers:

A MEETING POINT for people,
companies, ideas and creativity.
Krinova has set a goal of having
35,000 visitors a year and 200
companies as tenants of the park
by the year 2025. An impact of this
densified environment is that
people with different perspectives
will meet and new and exciting
ideas will be born.
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An INNOVATION ARENA for
support to knowledge-intensive
growth companies. We offer support
to companies still at the idea stage
as well as established companies.
The Arena uses a fundamental
process based on open, challengedriven innovation linked to a large
arsenal of tools and methods that
is constantly evolving. The impact
aim is for Krinova’s innovation and
development support to have
contributed to the creation of 1,500
new jobs in the companies that
have received support from the
Innovation Arena by the year 2025.

A PLATFORM for development
projects within the Profile area
Food – Environment – Health.
Krinova’s goal for 2025 is to have
a project portfolio worth SEK 100
million, where the desired impact
of the development projects is
sustainable growth, new job opportunities, and innovations.
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Innovation-driving node
It takes innovation-driving nodes to drive societal development and
create growth. Krinova is exactly this kind of node in the innovation
ecosystem, defining challenges for innovation projects and engaging
companies, the public sector and academia.

In an increasingly complex world, it is also more important
to become part of a larger whole. Krinova has consciously
and strategically built partnerships with representatives
from the private and public sectors, academia, and
actors from different industries and countries, working
together to increase innovation and improve start-up
support. Here, cross-sectoral collaborations take place
that strengthen the innovation ecosystem and add value
in the form of knowledge, tools and methods.

Time and long-term commitment are just two of the
prerequisites to being able to start and build a node
with an intermediary role and the ability to create
collaboration at several levels in society. A locally and
regionally-rooted presence coupled with a national and
international perspective is key to being able to define
societal challenges and convert them into innovation
projects that engage companies, the public sector and
academia in a well-defined, purposeful collaboration
focused on clear impacts that create jobs and growth.
This type of infrastructure in a region creates an attract
iveness and draw for resources, talents and companies
that really want to work and establish in the area.

Twenty years
of innovation
A lot has happened during the journey to the organisation that Krinova is today. The 20 years
that have passed since the start have built a strong platform, and Krinova looks to the future
with great confidence. Krinova continues to work as an innovation-driving node, and creates
sustainable growth, new innovations and values for Skåne and the companies we work with.

The very first
Friday Breakfast

1999

2000

Krinova Service AB
is founded
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Grand opening of
the Innovation Arena

The “Smakplats Skåne”
(Skåne Food Scene)
project kicks off and
the foundation of Krinova
Food is created

2001
17 companies
are tenants
at Krinova

2007

Name change to
Krinova Incubator &
Science Park

2011
Profile area
Food – Environment –
Health is initiated

2013

Krinova celebrates
its 20th anniversary!
Brain food
is served for the first
time at Krinova

Krinova is named
Sweden’s most
innovative incubator

Krinova establishes
the Innovation Award

2014
Over 20,000 visitors
to meetings and
conferences at Krinova
First Food Hack
– one of the first food
hackathons in Europe

2015

ÅRETS
INNOVATIONSPRIS

2015

GÅRDSFISK

Krinova receives Region
Skåne’s award for “Special
efforts for the development
of Skåne in 2018”

2016
Over 100
companies/tenants
in the park
for the first time

2017

The Balsgård testbed is
established

2018

2019

More than 3,000 litres
of brain food shots
served this year
3,500 breakfasts
served at Krinova’s
Friday Breakfast
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Core values
Having an inspiring and co-creative innovation culture is part of Krinova’s core
values. Our co-creative approach is based on being responsive, brave, curious,
active and a creative partner. Our values define Krinova, both internally and
externally, and have been developed within and by the organisation.

Krinova summarises its core values with the letters
GÖS – a Swedish acronym for Glädje, Öppenhet och
Samarbete, meaning Joy, Openness and Cooperation.
These values define our approach to our work and how
we behave towards each other and the outside world.
Avoiding stagnation and keeping a start-up attitude are
an important foundation for Krinova in joint development of the ecosystem, where collaboration between
partners will generate different values. Krinova must
be relevant, qualitative, and a partner that is both fun to
work with and able to keep pace.
By having an infectious entrepreneurial culture, Krinova
can act as an engine for sustainable development and
growth.

Actively listening and being curious are two
crucial qualities in the interactions with my
companies. This fosters joy and the courage to
share. It is then I can make a difference. This
makes my work both fun and meaningful.
Klara Lindström, Business Designer, Krinova
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Meeting point

Friday Breakfast
at Krinova is
a well-established
and proven
concept

Being a Meeting point is an important part of Krinova’s value creation,
both for growth and for creating attractiveness. It is in the meeting between
people, companies and organisations that new approaches and ideas are
born, challenges find solutions, and contacts and networks grow and thrive.

With 2019’s 28,000 visitors to 1,700 meetings, workshops,
seminars and other activities and over one hundred
companies as tenants, Meeting point makes it possible
to build networks and create meetings between people.
An important role of a science park is to be a meeting
point between academia, the business sector and the
public sector. The Meeting point is an important part of
Krinova’s value creation, both for growth and for creating
attractiveness.
Friday Breakfast at Krinova is a well-established and
proven concept that is popular among Krinova’s t enants.
Krinova also organises larger annual events. Water Day
and Food Hack by Krinova are two examples of these.
Water Day focuses on water as a resource, with a pro
gramme that includes presentations and discussions
on challenges that exist in relation to water issues.

2019 was the fifth year for Krinova’s Food Hack, this
year in partnership with the Swedish research council
Formas. The theme “A Healthier Planet” with links to the
2030 Agenda attracted competitors from 30 different
nationalities. Over the years, Food Hack has evolved
from an innovation competition to a meeting point for
students, entrepreneurs, researchers – anyone interested
in food, innovation and sustainability. During Food Hack,
solutions emerge that can lead to new companies or
further develop existing ones. All Food Hack participants
are given the opportunity to receive support from
the Innovation Arena to further develop their ideas
into solutions.

COMMUNITY – network,
be inspired and develop

Collaboration is key to Krinova. It is the path to broadened networks, new knowledge and development.
Krinova works in a community, a network of individuals
and companies, where relationships are based on
mutual exchange and cooperation in various forms.
The common denominator is the desire to network,
exchange experiences, and grow. Being part of the
community is free of charge and totally free of o
 bligation.
Linked to Krinova’s profile area of food, Krinova has
developed targeted events for the food community
that focus on networking and sharing the latest in food,
entrepreneurship and trends.
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There is great value to the support we receive
from Krinova, which includes opening the door
to various arenas and access to a vast network
where we can identify new collaborative partners
and customers. Krinova and the contact with
the University also enable us to find new areas
to develop jointly between industry and the
University. All in all, the environment at Krinova
gives us an opportunity to develop our network
and get new and creative ideas, while also giving
us a chance to find new partners to increase
delivery capacity in our customer assignments
and be able to participate in interesting procurements. Thanks to the great service we receive
at Krinova in various ways, we consider it a good
and pleasant working environment.
Per Winroth, Business Development Director,
Combitech

COMBITECH
Combitech is an independent technology
consulting firm and
part of the defence and
security group Saab AB.
Combitech has almost
1,900 qualified consultants in some 30 locations
in Sweden, Norway,
Finland and Denmark.
Krinova in Kristianstad is
one of these locations.
www.combitech.se

It is extremely important for all companies
that want to grow and develop their business
concept to have someone looking in from the
outside who can give feedback. We can always
rely on Krinova and their business designers,
who are professional and have always given us
good support and tips or shared valuable business contacts. As a tenant at Krinova, we are
naturally part of a larger network, which is not
only inspiring but also creates well-being.
Sebastian Skorupa, Founder of InTrycko Media

INTRYCKO MEDIA
Intrycko Media is a
Kristianstad-based advertising agency and a tenant
at Krinova. The agency,
which has been operating
since 2003, helps its 
clients with everything
from advertising campaigns to unique printed
materials.
www.intrycko.se
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Innovation Arena

The Innovation
Arena offers
different types
of support

Krinova’s Innovation Arena offers innovation and development support to
companies, entrepreneurs, researchers and students – to not only those
wanting to start a new company, but also existing companies and public
organisations.
The Innovation Arena works with people’s creativity and
drive. The Arena uses an innovation philosophy linked to
a large arsenal of tools and methods that is constantly
evolving, making it possible for Krinova’s business
designers to tailor the support to make it as effective
as possible. There is a big difference between a young
prospective company that is based on a new idea and a
well-established larger company that wants to launch
a new product, or a public organisation that wants to
develop a new service.
It takes co-creation to drive innovation, and that co-
creation is an important starting point for work within
the Innovation Arena. That is why the Innovation Arena
is not staffed with temporary consultants, but instead
employs business designers with a well-defined role
that involves a co-creative approach to working with the
companies. Krinova’s business designers work in teams
with complementary skills in areas such as finance,
leadership, law, innovation strategy, sales, gastronomy,
agronomy and food products.

Krinova co-creates values and builds long-term knowl
edge and expertise. Krinova is continuously at the forefront when it comes to developing processes, methods
and tools based on modern innovation research.

Customised resources
Krinova’s innovation philosophy means that everyone
who wants incubation support and/or support to increase a company’s innovation capability or grow as
a company is welcome to the Innovation Arena. This
philosophy helps Krinova to build a community of what
we call “engine entrepreneurs” with a large wealth of
knowledge in their companies. A community of companies where no one leaves the Innovation Arena and
where everyone gets support. This innovation philosophy also contributes to the generation of a large inflow
to the Innovation Arena, which is needed to achieve
growth and dissemination of knowledge in the r egion
– completely in line with the mission for Krinova’s
operations.
Krinova works with dynamic resource allocation to take
on the task of contributing to regional growth. Dynamic
resource allocation enables a large inflow of IBOs, where
relevant resources are allocated where they are n
 eeded.
The intensity of the support varies over time, and
resources are allocated based on the challenges and
needs of the individual IBO.
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Incubation
– startup

Open
Innovation
– collaboration

Acceleration
– growth

Open and challenge-
driven innovation
Krinova is one of the few innovation environments
that works exclusively with open and challenge-driven
innovation.
Open innovation stimulates diversity of perspective,
expertise, background and experience to take the
innovation work to the highest possible heights.

INCUBATION – support for developing a sustainable

Challenge-driven innovation involves identifying
societal challenges or challenges within organisations
or the business sector that are opportunities for growth
or new business.

companies to innovate through collaboration with e.g.
researchers, students and companies with comple
mentary expertise, experience and networks.

business model and starting new operations.

OPEN INNOVATION – support for existing

ACCELERATION – support to enable companies
to grow.

Since our inception, Krinova has been one of
our most important pillars, always ready to roll
up their sleeves and help out when needed.
With their expertise, they have helped and
supported us with what we needed, not only
financially but also in finding the right people
when needed. They have an invaluable network
of knowledgeable and helpful people. We are
extremely pleased and grateful for Krinova and
all the help they have given us.
Simon Karlsson and Fritjof Torstensson,
Founders of Green Fries

GREEN FRIES
Green Fries outside of
Hässleholm makes
natural, artisanal KRAV-
organic French fries that
they sell to restaurants
and shops in Sweden
and Denmark. Green
Fries can also be found
at v
 arious events, where
they sell their fries directly
from their own food truck.
www.greenfries.se

We were going back and forth about whether
we were satisfied with our company as-is or
should try to make it grow, and then we were
unsure about how to do this. Through Krinova,
we have received support with our growth
strategy, leadership and how to involve staff
in our vision work. We decided to expand our
clinic and are now working on this. It feels
great!
Karl Björnsson, Dentist,
Tandläkarna Björnsson

TANDLÄKARNA
BJÖRNSSON
Tandläkarna Björnsson is
a clinic in Knislinge that
offers all forms of dentistry.
www.tandlakarnabjornsson.se
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Projects in
the Innovation Arena
Krinova works to continuously evaluate and develop
the tools and processes of the Innovation Arena in order
to offer the best possible innovation and development
support. The development takes place through projects
that Krinova runs in collaboration with various partners.

The projects have a dual purpose:

Testbeds
to elevate innovation
Testbeds, where new ideas can be tested as early as
the development phase, are becoming increasingly
important for the development of innovations that are
pioneering and taking things to new heights. Through
use of a testbed, risks can be reduced and market
introduction accelerated as innovations are verified and
validated early in their development.
Together with various partners, Krinova is working to
develop and establish three testbeds – one for water-
related innovations (WISA), one for biogas in a circular
economy, and one for liquid and pumpable food products (Balsgård testbed). These testbeds are part of
Krinova’s offering and well-reflect Kristianstad Region’s
profile areas and distinctive position in relation to water,
biogas and food products.
In 2019, two projects linked to the testbeds were
launched. One is WISA, a 3-year project worth SEK 18
million that aims to contribute to a cleaner Baltic Sea.
Through the WISA testbed (Water Innovation System
Amplifier), the aim is to develop and test new technology to reduce pollution by stormwater from ports and
other large hard surfaces.
The other project is the “Amplifying the knowledge
and use of testbeds” project, which aims to increase
knowledge about testbeds and how they can best
be used for product and process development
of beverages and food.
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• To work with groups of companies that share challenges
• To be a source of inflow to the Innovation Arena in
the form of marketable ideas, start-ups and growth-
generating knowledge for existing companies

Some projects in
the Innovation Arena
in 2019

Innovative funding solutions
for rural areas
The project’s long-term goals aim to make Östra Göinge
Municipality a more attractive area for companies to
persuade them to establish and develop there. The
project, which ran in 2018–2019 and ended in January
2020, facilitated sustainable business start-ups in the
rural area by finding innovative funding solutions and
sustainable business models, and strengthened collaboration between companies in Östra Göinge.
Early-on in the project, it became clear that financial
resources were not the primary need of new entrepreneurs in Östra Göinge. The bigger issue was resources in
the form of networks, human capital, shared resources
or training.
To contribute to development among the enterprises
in Östra Göinge, experienced entrepreneurs from the
business sector became involved as mentors to provide
help to new entrepreneurs or with business concepts
that needed support for further development. To give
the project participants the best chance at success, they
continuously received innovation and development
support from Krinova’s business designers. This three-
party constellation proved to be an important dynamic
for achieving the long-term goals of the project.
Four companies and/or business concepts participated
in the project, and a large number of other companies
supported them. Support was given, for example, to
help the companies grow in maturity, which generates a
greater probability of continued growth. In all cases, the
involvement and collaboration between entrepreneurs
in the business sector increased.
Some examples of concrete results during the project
period are: a new board with world-class expertise, indepth knowledge of administration and leadership, an
employment, expanded network of companies within
the same industry, and product development and target
group segmentation to test-sell their product.
The participating companies have positive experiences
from the project, and several underscore the great value
of the support and personal contact they received from
Krinova’s business designers.

The project is owned by Östra Göinge Municipality, and is
funded by Östra Göinge Municipality, the Swedish Board of
Agriculture and Skånes Ess.

TÖS – Growth in Eastern Skåne
The TÖS project is a labour market project launched in
2017 that offers innovation and growth support to small
and medium-sized enterprises. The focus of the project
is eastern Skåne’s growth potential and long-term
development. The project bases its work on the companies’ own needs and challenges in order to help them
grow. Krinova is responsible for the project’s innovation
track, which works to create growth by increasing the
innovation capability of the participating companies.
The companies making up the project get access to
tailor-made development support, innovation support,
skills development, and seminars and digital training.
Krinova Growth Process (KGP) is one example of a
process aimed at strengthening innovative force. KGP,
which was developed and validated in the TÖS project,
has a proven track record of success and will therefore
also be used further in the “More Food – More Jobs”
projects in the Profile area Food – Environment – Health.
The TÖS project is generating good results – the 37 active
companies in the TÖS project’s innovation track (Krinova’s
area of responsibility) show MSEK 10 in increased turnover
and MSEK 32 in attracted external capital.
The project ends in 2020. As part of the closing phase,
the companies will work with Krinova’s business designers to create a long-term plan for increased innovation
capability to ensure they have a strategy for continuous
growth. The companies that participated in the TÖS
project will be better equipped for tough times and for
the future. The results of the companies’ innovation projects will increase the attractiveness of eastern Skåne
– regionally, nationally and internationally.

The project is owned by Kristianstad Municipality, and is run
by Krinova Incubator & Science Park, Skåne Nordost and Ystad
Municipality in collaboration with the 12 municipalities of
Eastern Skåne (Bromölla, Hässleholm, Höör, Sjöbo, Kristianstad,
Osby, Östra Göinge, Skurup, Ystad, Simrishamn, Tomelilla and
Hörby).
TÖS is funded by the European Union/European Social Fund,
Region Skåne as well as the Swedish savings bank foundations
1826 and Färs & Frosta, owner of Sparbanken Skåne.

Impact Repor t 2019
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Profil area
Food – Environment – Health
Krinova’s profile area is Food – Environment – Health. Within this area,
Krinova plays an important role in identifying future challenges for
sustainable growth.

These challenges can become new innovations to
develop together with the business sector, research and
the public sector. Krinova runs several parallel projects
within the profile area Food – Environment – Health in
order to create innovations, sustainable growth and
new job opportunities.
There is a lot going on in this area, particularly in relation
to current health and environmental challenges, so the
development of products and services is increasingly
taking place in the cross-sector interfaces.
The projects within the profile area also generate a large
knowledge bank, experience and valuable local, national
and international contacts and networks.

Krinova identifies future
challenges for sustainable
growth
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Krinova helps us spur growth in our company.
They help us have the courage to grow our
customer base, work with bigger customers,
and take the company to the next level by
developing production, logistics, customer
relations and by asking various questions about
what this may entail. We also get help to see,
analyse and discuss measures for reducing
risks as we grow. It is great fun and comforting
to have a coach to talk to.
Nils Christerson, Bagers

BAGERS
Bagers produces old grain
varieties such as Öland
wheat, spelt/hulled wheat
and old rye. Together
with skilled mill owners,
Bagers produces freshlyground quality flour
where you know exactly
where it comes from down
to the smallest grain.
www.bagers.se
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Projects within the Profile area
Food – Environment – Health

Examples
of projects run in
2019 include

Krinova offers a platform for development projects within the Profile area
Food – Environment – Health, and there are a number of exciting projects
already underway that are important puzzle pieces in the values that Krinova
creates. These projects also contribute to the constant development of
tools and processes that enable us to provide the best possible innovation
and development support to the companies in the Innovation Arena.

CONTRA (Conversion of a Nuisance
to a Resource and Asset)
“Beach wrack” is the term used to describe e.g. o
 rganic
material like seaweed, algae and seagrass that is washed
up onto the beaches. The material is often considered a
nuisance, especially when it ends up on popular tourist
beaches. Local authorities around the Baltic Sea invest a
lot of money in collecting and disposing of the material,
often giving little or no consideration to the environmental consequences.
How can you change people’s opinion of beach wrack so
they see it as a valuable resource instead of a nuisance?
The Contra project aims to compile the knowledge required for the sustainable management of beach wrack.
The project aims to develop environmentally-friendly
and economically-efficient strategies for managing
beach wrack and to create a “toolbox” of management
and recycling alternatives that ensures that municipalities around the Baltic Sea can balance requirements for
clean beaches against more sustainable management.
The main focus of Krinova’s project activities is to drive
the innovation process in order to develop sustainable
business models. The project includes case studies at six
sites to assess the environmental, social and economic
effects of the management. The studies will also open
up opportunities for new management and recycling
alternatives.
An international network will also be built during the
project period for the exchange of knowledge and
increased awareness.

Project period: 2019–2021
Funded by: Interreg Baltic Sea Region Programme
Number of partners: 14
Countries represented: Germany, Denmark, Estonia, Sweden,
Poland och Russia
The impact of the project will be increased knowledge and
awareness of sustainable management of beach wrack, as well
as concrete tools for management and recycling alternatives
for municipalities around the Baltic Sea.
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More Food – More Jobs
The “More Food – More Jobs” project offers customised
initiatives to entrepreneurs who produce and/or process
food products. The goal of the project is to increase food
production and to get more people into work, thereby
contributing to implementation of the National Food
Strategy.
Krinova’s role in the project is to implement the “Krinova
Growth Process” (KGP) in order to provide increased innovation and development capability in the companies.
KGP strengthens and develops the competencies and
skills of both management and employees, and gives
the company the necessary innovative force and ability
to successfully compete in the future.
Krinova works strategically and practically together
with the company’s management and employees. The
programme spans two years and consists of two parts
that are tailored and adapted to the needs of the respective company.
Krinova launched the project in 2019 together with
Dalarna Science Park for companies in Dalarna and with
the business sector division of Region Kalmar County
for companies in the Kalmar region.
Krinova KGP is run as pilots within the framework of
LRF’s national skills development project with the intention of spreading nationally.

Project period: 2019–2022
LRF is project owner. Other collaborative partners are players
in the agriculture, landscaping and food processing industries,
the Swedish Food Federation, Krinova Incubator & Science Park,
the Swedish Federation of Green Employers, Naturbruks
skolornas Förening, and the Swedish Public Employment
Service.
The impact of the project will be food companies with stronger
innovative force, innovation capability and development capability that can contribute to Sweden’s National Food Strategy
to increase food production and get more people into work.

Krinova has been a key player in our product
development. Without their contacts and
business advice in the food sector, we would
not be where we are today. Their knowledge
of the industry is invaluable for a start-up like
SunFeeds.
Elsa Sjödahl and Iris Bjerkén,
Founders of Sunfeeds

The collaboration with Krinova’s business designers meant a lot to me as a researcher when
I applied for development funding and set my
strategy. They gave me valuable tools that help
me reach out to the market with the company’s
innovations.
Ola Svahn, Founder of Miljö och Media AB

SUNFEEDS
SunFeeds is a new meal
replacement designed
for children suffering
from severe acute
malnutrition (SAM).
The product is an innovative alternative to
RUTF (Ready-to-Use
Therapeutic Food)
based on sunflower
seeds.
www.sunfeeds.org

MILJÖ OCH MEDIA
Miljö och Media performs
analyses of micro-pollutants, such as drugs and
pesticides, in water and
sediment. Innovative
analysis methods and
unique technology for
sample preparation create
a cost-effective workflow
as well as robust analysis
results with high precision
and sensitivity.

Impact Repor t 2019
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Visualisation of the potential
in Skåne’s food industry

In collaboration with Krinova, Addendi developed a
business intelligence tool in 2018 that visualises Skåne’s
food companies and their potential. Addendi worked
with Krinova to categorise and build a qualitative database of 240 companies in Skåne. The tool is an important and useful aid for providing a clear picture of reality
and enabling Krinova to analyse the knowledge that
Krinova already possesses about the companies in a
powerful and more holistic way.
The selection in the database is based on companies
that Krinova has worked with in the Innovation Arena,
companies in Krinova’s food community that are active
in their development work. Region Skåne has applied
a so-called scraping method to identify key companies
and innovative food companies in Skåne in connection
with the work to define Skåne’s innovation strategy.
These companies are included in the database. Influential primary producers named by LRF Skåne and food
companies that business managers in the municipalities of Skåne have identified in their respective munic
ipalities are also included in the database.
The tool helps Krinova to continue to identify different
patterns and trends. It gives a qualitative and visual
snapshot as well as an opportunity for Krinova to utilise
Skåne’s innovation potential in the food industry to
create further impact in the form of jobs and growth.

20
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Qualitative database
of 240 food companies
in Skåne

Long-term tool for
effective development
support

Geographic domicile matrix

A Primary production only
B Food industry / Processing
/ Manufacturing only
C Retail / Wholesale / Food service
/ Experience only
D Consultants and Support only
A + B Primary production +
Processing
B + C Processing + Retail
A + B + C Primary production +
Processing + Retail
A + C Primary production + Retail

C Retail

B Processing

A Primary production

A+C

The geomatrix over Skåne shows a concentration of
large light blue dots in the southwestern part, with
the dots representing “Food industry, processing and
manufacturing”. This shows that many major food
companies have some degree of their production, but
mainly their head office, there. Silver dots represent
“Consultants and Support”, which includes machine
manufacturers and the packaging industry. The concentration in the same part of Skåne represents factors
such as proximity to the University, research-based
consultants and other development organisations.
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Degree of processing vs market matrix

Research-based
organisations

Development-based
organisations

Advanced in-house
processing

Advanced processing
Artisan food

Simple in-house
processing

Raw product production /
No processing

Regional market

22
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National market

Some export (1–50%)

Extensive export (50–100%)

A Primary production only

B Food industry / Processing / Manufacturing only

C Retail / Wholesale / Food service / Experience only

D Consultants and Support only

A + B Primary production + Processing

B + C Processing + Retail

A + B + C Primary production + Processing + Retail

A + C Primary production + Retail
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Analysis of degree of processing vs market matrix

Krinova’s goal is to work to get companies to make
a general move up and to the right in the matrix,
given that this shows a trend towards higher profitability and growth. The work with individual food
companies at the Innovation Arena is focused on
moving in the matrix. By identifying challenges and
obstacles to this development in the community of
companies and IBOs, Krinova drives development
projects to support such movement.
Long-term work is required to be able to analyse
the food companies’ movement and assess the
impact of Krinova’s efforts. This year’s analysis is
based on the first year’s survey 2018–2019, which is
too short a time to be able to assess the companies’
movement.
The More Food – More Jobs project is one example
of a development project at Krinova that supports
general movement by working with the companies’
ability to conduct practical and strategic innovation work. Another example is the Sustainable food
production of the future in collaboration project,
which is built around finding concrete channels
and business models to move companies represented by the pink dots “Primary production” to
evolve into the violet dots “Primary production +
Processing”.
Work to use the new analysis tool as an aid began in
the autumn of 2018. Due to this short period of use,
only minor movements can be seen within the various categories or within the food industry in Skåne.
However, it is already possible to note several minor
changes in “Primary production” (pink dots) with
movements from a regional to national market, as
well as from “Raw product production” to “Simple
in-house processing”. This is the type of movement
that is sought to create greater economic value for
primary producers. However, a lot of primary producers remain in the lower left rectangle. Krinova’s
goal is to continue working on the development of
business models that make primary producers less
dependent on just one customer or, alternatively,

to find other channels and markets for their products, something that happens in a shorter food
chain. The large movements in the matrix are
expected to take place in the future and will become visible over time.
Within “Processing” (light blue dots), a small but
clear movement upwards and to the right in the
matrix can be seen. For example, there are now five
companies within “Advanced processing Artisan
food” in the national market, compared to just one
company previously.
Within “Retail” (light green dots), no visible signs of
movement can be seen as yet.
“Food consultants and support” (grey dots) is a
segment (including companies like Tetra Pak) that
often already has a desirable position high and
to the right in the matrix. The matrix continues to
show equivalent results.
Within “Primary production + Processing” (violet
dots), a slight increase can be seen in companies
that have been transformed from primary producer
only to a new category. Movement has taken place,
but it is still too early to see results in increased
processing or export.
“Primary production + Processing + Retail” (orange
dots) are interesting companies because they
have all three parts within the same group. These
companies have made the largest movement,
percentage-wise, up and to the top right of the matrix. One example is Mariannes Farm, which is now a
development-based organisation with some export.
The brown dots, “Primary production + Retail” has
also moved up and to the right, with companies
like Arilds Vingård now at “Advanced processing
Artisan food” in the matrix and operating in a
national market.
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Impacts & diagrams
The impacts presented in this report show the sum of all of Krinova’s
activities. The full impact is made possible thanks to Krinova’s three
different operational areas – Meeting point, Profile area (with the
projects) and Innovation Arena – working together and strengthening
each other, thereby creating synergies.

Krinova’s IBOs
IBO (Innovation Business Object) is the term used
to describe those who use the Innovation Arena’s
innovation and development support. An IBO can be a
development project in an existing company or a new
company that needs support.
Krinova works with companies throughout the food
chain, from soil to soil. The term IBO Food Industry
refers to a company that earns its income from the
food industry. This can be a primary producer, a food
industry company, or even a food-related company,
such as a logistics, freezing technology or e-commerce company.

Development funds
Capital without demand for ownership or a share of
the ROI.

Venture capital
Capital with demand for ownership or expected ROI.
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Accumulated number of IBOs
600

The accumulated inflow of IBOs indicates a growing community of companies. The inflow is a result of Krinova’s
entire operations, where Meeting point,
Profile area and Innovation Arena all
work together and strengthen each
other.
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Inflow – number of IBOs
160

In 2019, there was a total inflow of 70
IBOs to the Innovation Arena. 49 of
these represented the food industry,
which indicates that there continues
to be a large inflow of food companies.
Of the total inflow of IBOs, 11 originated
from academia. This is an increase
compared with the previous year.
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2018

2019

Accumulated development funds IBOs (MSEK)
45

The accumulated figures show steady
growth of the development funds
awarded to the IBOs, which is an impact
of the active support in funding issues
offered by the Innovation Arena.
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Development funds IBOs (MSEK)
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2019

Development funds (from e.g. Almi,
Vinnova and the Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth) that
the IBOs of the Innovation Arena have
attracted during the respective year.
The food industry and its challenges
has received greater focus as a result
of its connection to the environmental
and climate debate that has grown in
recent years. This is also reflected in the
development funds available for food
companies to seek. In combination with
the support provided by Krinova’s business designers over the years, the IBOs
have been very successful in attracting
these development funds, which is also
reflected in the IBOs originating from
academia.

n Development funds IBOs originating from academia
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Accumulated venture capital (MSEK)
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The accumulated figures show that
interest from venture capitalists has
grown steadily, and that IBOs that have
received active support from Krinova’s
Innovation Arena are now on their radar.
The growing venture capital is also an
impact of the IBOs receiving support
for a number of years and reaching the
maturity that makes them interesting to
venture capitalists. The sharp increase
in venture capital that IBOs originating
from academia attracted in 2018 has
made it possible for them to let the
capital work to reach new markets and
achieve increased growth in 2019. Since
IBO academia represents relatively few
companies, the actions of an individual
company have a major impact on the
statistics.

n Accumulated venture capital IBOs originating from academia

Attracted venture capital (MSEK)
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2019

This diagram shows the venture capital
that the IBOs of the Innovation Arena
have attracted during the respective
year. It is natural that the capital invested
in the companies changes over the
years and is explained by the fact that
it takes a certain degree of maturity
in the companies to attract capital. All
indications are that 2020 will show a
marked increase in attracted venture
capital. For venture capitalists, there
is a sense of security in investing in
companies that have received support
from an innovation environment
(incubator and science park).

Turnover trend for IBOs Start-ups
and E
 xisting Companies (%)
250

This diagram shows the turnover
growth, i.e. the percentage development of the IBOs Start-ups and Existing
Companies that have been part of
the Innovation Arena for more than
two rounds of annual balancing of
accounts. There is a positive trend for
the larger IBOs with turnover growth of
40% over five years. For start-ups, the
growth is 200% over five years. Since
start-ups normally have lower turnover
than more mature companies, the impact, as a percentage, becomes large
when turnover increases.
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This diagram shows the turnover
growth, i.e. the percentage develop
ment of the IBOs that have been part
of the Innovation Arena for more than
two rounds of annual balancing of
accounts. IBOs Food Industry and
Academia are part of the total number
of IBOs. The work method that Krinova
follows is based on getting companies
to grow long-term and sustainably
over time. In the food industry, this has
generated a positive turnover trend,
with growth of almost 50% over five
years. In academia, this has resulted
in a turnover trend of 132% during the
same period.

n IBOs Food Industry
n IBO Academia
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Number of jobs created
500

The diagram shows how many jobs
were created in the IBOs that received
support from the Innovation Arena
during the respective year. In 2019, the
Innovation Arena contributed to the
creation of just over 400 jobs in the
IBOs, which is an average of approximately one new job per IBO.
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Public ROI, Krinova
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The diagram shows the return on public
funds invested in Krinova’s operations.
Return on investment (ROI) in the form
of taxes was just over five times the
amount for each SEK of public funds
invested in Krinova’s operations in 2019.
The ROI is a result of the increased turnover and of the jobs created in the IBOs
during the time they received support
from Krinova’s operations, and thereby
also increased tax revenue to the state
in the form of corporate tax and social
security contributions as well as to
municipalities and the region in the
form of payroll tax. VAT is not included.

Impacts showing
the sum of all of Krinova’s activities
2019 in brief
Meeting point

28 000

1 700

100+

to meetings, conferences,
seminars

in the form of e.g. meetings,
seminars, conferences

in the park

Visitors

Activities

Tenants

Innovation Arena

70

400+

20+

Inflow

Jobs created

External capital

new IBOs

in the IBOs that received support
from the Innovation Arena

(MSEK) attracted by the IBOs of
the Innovation Arena

Profile area Food – Environment – Health

75

50

5

Total Project Assets

Inflow

ROI

(MSEK) of all of
Krinova’s projects

of new food-related IBOs
to the Innovation Arena

(return on investment) in the form
of taxes on the public funds
invested in Krinova’s operations

IBO (Innovation Business Object): term used to describe those who use
the Innovation Arena’s innovation and development support.
ROI (Return On Investment): an investment’s gains compared to its costs.
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